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Welcome from the Chair
Welcome to the second edition of the English
Department Newsletter. We hope it will help you
connect with what’s going on in the department.
You’ll find articles on scholars and creative
writers who have come to give lectures and
readings, news on what students and graduates
are doing, and updates on faculty publications
and achievements. You’ll also see familiar faces
of alumni who have come back to campus to talk
about how their English Major prepared them
for their current career. We hope as you read
this, it will bring back memories of your own
time at Wheaton. If you have something you
want to share with us or suggestions for things
we might do in the future, we’d love to hear from
you.
Sharon Coolidge, Chair
English Department

Faculty Honors
Dr. Christina Bieber Lake’s book, Prophets of the Post-Human: American Literature,
Biotechnology, and the Ethics of Personhood, received the Aldersgate Prize and first place in
the Faith and Science category of the Catholic Press Book Awards.
Dr. Christine Colon received Wheaton’s Senior Faculty Service Award.
Dr. Sharon Coolidge received Wheaton’s Distinguished Service to Alma Mater Award.
Dr. Jeffry Davis received the Senior Faculty Teaching Award at Wheaton College.
Dr. Nicole Mazzarella was named a Fellow with Opus: The Art of Work, Wheaton’s new
center dedicated to understanding God’s call for our work in the world.

Faculty Bookshelf
Forgiveness in Victorian Literature:
Grammar, Narrative, and Community
Dr. Richard Gibson examines how eminent writers such as Charles
Dickens, George Eliot, Thomas Hardy, and Oscar Wilde wrestled with
the religious and social meanings of forgiveness in an age of theological
controversy and increasing pluralism in ethical matters.

The Future of the Word: An Eschatology
of Reading
Dr. Tiffany Eberle Kriner argues texts have futures in the kingdom of
God and that readers can cultivate those futures in the love of the Trinity.

Magical Realism and Cosmopolitanism:
Strategized Belonging
Dr. Kimberly Sasser explores the magical realist mode and its
potential for constructing representations of belonging – a usage that
intervenes in the contemporary cosmopolitan discourse.
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Lectures and Literary Events
English Department Holds Alumni Speaker Series
The Wheaton College English Department held four Alumni Speaker Series events, each focusing
on a different potential direction one could take as an English major. As Chelsea Tatum, one of the
speakers, said, “Your choices are not a PhD program or Starbucks.” The series consisted of fourteen
alumni in varying careers and stages of life and took place over several months. See the participating
alumni below, and click on each heading to read a summary of the event.

Alumni in Business
Bill Stadick ‘84,
Director of Content and
Brand Development at
Charleston|Orwig
“In the world of branding and
marketing, storytelling is a huge
thing these days,” he said.
John Augustine ‘79, Managing
Director at Barclays Capital
“It’s about learning that it’s not so
simple,” Augustine said, explaining
how the study of English equips
students to deal with the interpersonal
complexities of business.

Alumni in Publishing
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John Phillips ‘80, Managing
Principal of Griffin Phillips LLC
By studying literature, he gained
perspective for the ups and downs of
the business world: “Understanding
persistence and failure are part of the
rich tradition of literature.”

“If you’re doing an interview,
refer to Shakespeare. It’ll
blow their minds. That’s
your advantage,” said John
Augustine.

Amy Collins ‘96, President
and Founder of Squid Ink
Majoring in English, said Collins,
“teaches you to be flexible and
quick on your feet. It teaches you
how to teach yourself.”

David Congdon ‘04, Associate
Editor at InterVarsity Press
“A good editor needs to be a
generalist,” Congdon explained, “and
the English major is essentially a
major in everything.”

Randall Jahns ‘84, Senior
Vice President of Bible
Ministry Relations at
Crossway Publishing
“Google ‘what employers look
for,’” he suggested. “I think you’ll
find you’re exactly the kind of
person employers are looking for.”

Eric Siewert ’10, International
Client Manager at Tyndale House
Publishing
“It doesn’t matter if you’re analyzing
numbers or words,” said Siewert.
“What matters is that you know how
to do it. That’s the beauty of the
English degree.”

Lectures and Literary Events
Recent Graduates
Tim Lau ’11, Digital Content
Producer for the Asia Society
“A lot of the skills I’m using now
are born out of learning how to
close read literary texts, how to
analyze a story or write a story,”
said Lau.

Catherine Penney ’08, IT
Consultant
Penney works with people from
around the globe and credited her
cross-cultural versatility to her study
of literature, where she was able to
learn about cultures outside her own.

David Michael ’07, Writer
and Researcher for
LonelyLeap
“I understood how narrative
functions, and that’s what clients
are clamoring for in film,”
explained Michael.

Chelsea Tatum ’13, Content
Developer for Project World
Impact
Tatum explained that English majors
have “uninterrupted time to explore
ideas and develop skills that can’t be
learned quickly on the job,” a valuable
skill in her work.

“Try to put yourself in community, in a job where you can grow in
virtue and in love. What you do in your first job will help you in
what you do for the rest of your life,” encouraged David Michael.
Wheaton Entrepreneurs
Amy Pedersen ’05, Freelance
Resumé Writer
Pedersen, who crafts resumes for
executives, encouraged students
to think broadly and creatively
about what to do with their
English major.
Ashley Bright ’10, Owner of
Bright Bulb Co.
“In today’s marketplace, telling a
story is essential. That’s something
I do for my clients: make sure they
have a strong story for their product
or their service,” said Bright.
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Shane Rodgers ’96, Owner of Shane’s Deli
“As someone who’s self-employed, you’re
constantly trying to boil things down to their core
and say, ‘this is how we’re going to attack this’,”
Rogers concluded. “If there’s any takeaway from
my lit degree, it’s the ability to think critically.”

Lectures and Literary Events
Poet Melissa Range Presents New Work
On March 24th, the English Department welcomed students to a
poetry reading by the dynamic young poet Melissa Range. Born and
raised in east Tennessee, Range credits her own hometown vernacular
and Old English poetry as the main linguistic influences of her awardwinning debut collection, Horse and Rider. Range explained how her
historical poetry often draws attention to what we choose to forget.
When asked why she chooses to write from perspectives outside her
own, Range responded, “Wouldn’t you rather hear about Frederick
Douglass?” In this spirit, she concluded the reading with her newest
work, a series of poems about the American abolitionist movement.

“We may have lost faith in our ability to speak and think and write
about literature in faith terms that convince… If you can only convince
those who believe the same way you do, then you’re just hiding the
lamp under a bushel,” explains Boyagoda.
Randy Boyagoda Shares Faith and Fiction
Author, critic, and professor Randy Boyagoda visited the English
Department on April 6 to give a reading of his latest work and to
share with students his perspective on faith and fiction. Boyagoda, a
graduate of the University of Toronto and Boston University, is now
an Associate Professor of English at Ryerson University. He began his
address by describing how, as a young academic, he once struggled
to integrate his devotional Catholic formation with a career in secular
academia. Now, as a professor at an urban secular university in Toronto
and a contributor to both religious publications and hardline secular
progressive magazines, Boyagoda makes the connection between the
life of the mind and the life of faith. He encouraged students to immerse
themselves in the current literary world, going beyond fiction that is overtly Christian. “If that’s all we
read,” he explained, “we’re sitting backwards in a car that’s hurtling forwards…There’s a whole world
in front of us that is godless, and we’re making it godless by ignoring it.”

Click on the article headings to read the full articles.
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Lectures and Literary Events
George David Clark Reads Prizewinning
Poetry
On April 7, the English Department hosted a poetry reading by
accomplished poet, editor, and professor George David Clark. Clark’s
collection Reveille is the winner of the Miller Williams Poetry Prize.
Clark read a varied assortment of poems from his inventive, imagistic
collection Reveille, interspersed with recitations of some of his favorite
poets. The collection began after his wife underwent surgery and was
taking medication that caused her to sleep twenty hours a day. Some
of Clark’s poems had a concrete narrative while others were more
abstract, but all shared one thing in common. “Every poem in the book
is a love poem,” Clark explained. “They’re not all love poems to people;
some of them are love poems to an animal or a place.”

Poetry Writing Class Hosts Nate Klug
Nate Klug is the author of Anyone and Rude Woods, an adaptation
of Virgil’s Eclogues. He was awarded a Ruth Lily Fellowship from
the Poetry Foundation, and his poems have been featured in the
Harvard Divinity Bulletin, Poetry Magazine, and the Yale Review.
Klug is a UCC-Congregationalist minister and poet currently residing
in Berkeley, CA. Brett Foster’s Poetry Writing students read Klug’s
works, and then Klug visited the class, during which they discussed his
writing. He also gave a reading in the evening.

First Tower Talks Now Available
Wheaton College faculty have collaborated to create Tower Talks, a
free series of 20 minute videos that enables you to experience the latest
scholarship being taught on campus from wherever you are in the world.
English professors Dr. Roger Lundin and Dr. Christina Bieber Lake have
both contributed. Click the descriptions below to hear their lectures.
Towards a Theology of Story:
Hemingway’s Baby Shoes
Christina Bieber Lake, Clyde S.
Kilby Professor of English

The Treasures of Wisdom and
Knowledge
The late Dr. Art Holmes, Professor
of Philosophy.
Introduction and online
discussion facilitated by Dr.
Roger Lundin, Arthur F. Holmes
Professor of Faith and Learning

Lectures and Literary Events
Fulbright Visting Scholar Olga
Lukmanova Speaks at Fall Department
Chapel
On October 29, students, faculty, and staff gathered for a time of
worship at this autumn’s English Department Chapel. The speaker
was Dr. Olga Lukmanova, a professor of English Language and
Literature at the Linguistic University of Niznhy Novgorod, Russia,
who was in residence as Wheaton’s first Fulbright Visiting Scholar.
Dr. Lukmanova spoke about her faith journey and its connection
to her life as a scholar and lover of books, beginning with her
childhood in the Soviet Union. Growing up as a communist and an
atheist, she described her former view of life as “a spark between
two big nothings.” Her dream was merely to make her own short
spark as bright as possible, in order to inspire and bring comfort to
others. In 1991, as a young college student in the midst of a collapsing communist state, Lukmanova
found herself abruptly wakened from that dream.
Disillusioned but resolved to finish her education, Lukmanova signed up to take part in an
exchange program with visiting American students, some of whom happened to be from Wheaton
College. She recalled her impression that
Americans were sweet but deluded, although
“[George MacDonald’s] God
she humored their beliefs for the sake of
hospitality. Not long after the students
was so good. There was so
returned home, she began listening to some
much freedom and joyful
of the Christian music they had left behind
and found herself thinking, “What if it’s
expectation of heaven,” noted
true?” Lukmanova compared that moment
Lukmanova.
to the falling of dominoes: “One thing after
another seemed to make sense,” she said.
“Meaning was there, morality was there, the earth was there in its place.”
A year later, the growing Christian movement in Russia created a demand for English theological
books to be translated into Russian. Lukmanova took on John Stott’s Basic Christianity and
several other texts, through which she discovered the work of C.S. Lewis and George MacDonald.
In a revitalized Russian church that was beginning to struggle with authoritarianism, Lukmanova
experienced MacDonald’s writing as spiritual refreshment: “His God was so good. There was so much
freedom and joyful expectation of heaven.” Lukmanova noted the interconnectedness of the Western
literary canon; Lewis and MacDonald led her to Dorothy Sayers, Charles Williams, and T.S. Eliot. “All
these masters lead you to other masters, doors lead to other doors, and it just keeps getting better and
better,” she said, urging students to choose their own literary masters and follow them throughout
life. “Every time God wants to say something to us, he creates a Shakespeare, or an Eliot, or a Sayers,”
concluded Lukmanova, echoing words spoken by George MacDonald. “They all point in the same
direction.”
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Lectures and Literary Events
Leading Digital Humanist N.
Katherine Hayles Speaks on Digital
Literature
On April 27, the Wheaton College English Department
reveled in the scholarship of Dr. N. Katherine Hayles of
Duke University, a leading scholar in the areas of science and
literature, electronic (or “born digital”) literature, and the
digital humanities. Dr. Hayles is the author of eight books,
the most recent being How We Think: Digital Media and
Contemporary Technogenesis, a study of how our thinking has
changed with the media we employ.
After joining students and Dr. Richard Gibson for lunch,
Hayles led a larger group of students and professors for a
seminar discussion of electronic literature. Hayles had chosen
four electronic works for discussion, including a sprawling
computer-generated poem that paired the language of Moby Dick and Emily Dickinson’s lyric forms,
an interactive series of vignettes loosely based on the life and thought of the philosopher Ludwig
Wittgenstein, and a layered reflection on the Fukushima disaster that used the familiar format of a
calendar. Like all born-digital electronic literature, these pieces were designed to be experienced on
a personal computer and, in turn, sparked a lively
discussion amongst attendees.
In the evening, Dr. Hayles presented a lecture
“We cannot say the only
titled “Rethinking Cognition: Implications for the
meanings that count are
Digital Humanities.” Offering a fresh perspective
on the controversy over what machine analysis can
the meanings which occur
achieve in literary study, she argued that computers
in human consciousness,”
actually have the ability of cognition. “Cognition
is a process of interpreting information in contexts
Hayles contends.
that connect it with meaning,” said Hayles,
explaining how all literary interpretation is made
possible through this process.
Addressing the idea that there is an “immeasurable gap” between human cognition and machine
calculation, Hayles argued that the gap does not exist at all; in fact, computers exhibit a non-conscious
form of cognition. Non-conscious cognition allows computers to recognize and analyze patterns,
draw inferences, interpret ambiguous or conflicting information, and comprehend large corpora of
literature that would overwhelm a human reader.
Like human readers, computational media perform sophisticated cognitive tasks. “Cognition is a
much broader faculty than just consciousness…We cannot say the only meanings that count are the
meanings which occur in human consciousness,” Hayles contends.
Foreseeing the implications of this change in perspective, she called for a sea change towards more
collaborative literary study, in which human scholars cooperate with stunningly powerful cognitive
machines, and computer programmers are listed as co-authors on academic publications.
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Lectures and Literary Events
Writing for Social Change Experts Share
with Students
On February 5, 2015, the Wheaton College English Department
sponsored a presentation by Dr. Paul Feigenbaum and Dr. Paula
Mathieu on the topic of “Writing for Social Change.” Both speakers
challenged audience members to use writing to bring about positive
changes in their communities.
Feigenbaum is an assistant professor of English at Florida
International University. In his lecture, he talked about ways that
he teaches civic engagement in his writing classes. Feigenbaum
encourages his students to collaborate with one another on class
projects and to write for audiences outside of the classroom. For
example, one of his classes chose to raise awareness about the lack
of adequate street lighting in the community, and they petitioned the
local government to make changes. The class’s efforts eventually led to the installation of additional
street lamps. Through projects like this one, Feigenbaum teaches his students the value of writing
partnerships in bringing about meaningful social change.

“I was most impacted by [the speakers’] emphasis on the vital
relationship between writing and action….Their advice to ‘not go
it alone’ was inspiring,” remarked student Shannon Porteous.
Mathieu, the director of the First-Year Writing Program at Boston College, expanded on
Feigenbaum’s points by sharing several stories from her time working with StreetWise, an
independent street newspaper. Mathieu talked about collaborating
with StreetWise writers to create a unique Chicago bus tour, in which
homeless writers shared their perspectives with tourists. She described
important writing components of the tour such as scriptwriting and
website design, emphasizing both the expansive nature of the writing
process and the community involvement that is necessary to ensure
the success of such projects. Additionally, Dr. Mathieu encouraged
students not to view homelessness and other social issues as problems
but to choose to engage these issues as projects.
Audience members left the event with a clearer understanding
of how to make their writing matter. Shannon Porteous, an English
education student, remarked, “I was most impacted by [the speakers’]
emphasis on the vital relationship between writing and action….Their
advice to ‘not go it alone’ was inspiring.”
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Student News
Students Create Interactive E-Literature
Exhibit
After a semester of exploration, Dr. Richard Gibson’s Electronic
Literature class introduced its discoveries at an open exhibition,
where computer stations were set up to encourage visitors to explore
e-literature texts on their own. Class members acted as docents, capably
fielding questions and helping visitors to navigate each work.
Students and faculty tested out an eclectic collection of texts
spanning decades of e-literature’s history. Some texts were laden with
image or animation, like the kinetic poem The Mandrake Vehicles,
whose stanzas dissolve before the reader’s eyes and reassemble as new words. Other texts made use of
maps and GPS, like The Silent History, a multi-author novel that offers different readings depending
on the reader’s geographic location. One of the most popular exhibits was the interactive fiction The
Stanley Parable, in which the player explores a labyrinthine office building while his or her actions
are observed by an unseen narrator.
Grace Walter, one of the students who curated the exhibit, described her study of e-literature as an
exploration of new terrain.
“It’s completely changed how I think about the limitations of reading and of computing-they’re both so much more than I originally thought,” she said. “As a class, we really have formed
a community as we’ve talked about these works. There are a lot of perspectives involved: gamers,
educators, English majors, psychologists, theologians. With the exhibit, we got to share some of that
conversation with the campus community.”
Before leaving the exhibition, visitors had the chance to co-create an e-literature text of their own.
As part of a communal storytelling project, contributors typed a brief personal account about a first
experience at Wheaton, then pinpointed where it happened by placing a marker on an interactive map
for others to read.
“The liberal arts tradition touts joint intellectual inquiry; that’s what happened here,” said Dr.
Gibson of both the exhibition and the vanguard class that made it possible. “I don’t think I’ve ever
learned so much with and from my students in my ten years of teaching.”

“It’s completely changed how
I think about the limitations
of reading and of computing-they’re both so much more
than I originally thought,” said
student Grace Walter.
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Student News
English Department Starts New Writing Fellows Program
In the spring semester of 2015, students in several of Wheaton’s Composition and Research courses
received additional assistance with their writing through the English Department’s new Writing
Fellows Program. Funded by a grant from Project Teacher, the Writing Fellows Program offers new
resources to student writers, including workshops and one-on-one tutoring from trained Writing
Fellows. Each Writing Fellow is assigned to a specific class, thus enabling students to work with the
same tutor for an entire semester.
The English Department has chosen “strong
writers and careful readers” as the first Writing
Fellows, explains Dr. James Beitler, Assistant
“We want to provide
Professor of English and Director of the Writing
additional support for
Fellows Program. Wheaton students Hannah
Barbour, Abby Bullmore, Grace Collord, Rachel
students learning how to
Rim, and Philip Kline, who make up the first
cohort of Fellows, will work closely with English
write in their chosen fields
professors to tailor writing instruction to the needs
of study, whatever they may
of individual students.
Kline describes this as “a tremendous
be,” said Dr. Jim Beitler.
opportunity to help students improve skills in
research and argumentation that are integral in
any field of study.”
At many universities with similar Writing Fellows programs, one-on-one work between students
and Writing Fellows has proven to be more than worthwhile. In the spring of 2008, 99% of
participating students at Boston College agreed that conferencing with a Writing Fellow improved
their finished work, and professors described dramatic increases in students’ confidence as well
as their writing ability. Students in the Wheaton English Department now have access to the same
encouragement and mentorship of the new Writing Fellows.
Dr. Beitler hopes to see this program expand to other departments. “We want to provide additional
support for students learning how to write in their chosen fields of study, whatever they may be,” he
says.
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Student News
Emily Sargent Receives de Jager Prize
While studying at Oxford University in the fall of 2014, Wheaton
English major Emily Sargent received the de Jager prize from
the Scholarship and Christianity in Oxford Institute. During a
semester immersed in work and research at Wycliffe Hall, she
earned the de Jager prize for scholarship in a British Studies
course designed for visiting students. While attending lectures and
travelling to historical sites, Sargent wrote three essays exploring
British history and literature.
“I wrote on Wilfred Owen’s portrayal of modern warfare,
the intersection of madness and theology in Julian of Norwich’s
writings, and the way in which stories about King Arthur
and about Robin Hood have been used to shape cultural and
racial identity for the British people,” explained Sargent, who
distinguished herself and represented the Wheaton English
Department with her outstanding integration of English literature
and history.

English Department Holds Internship Workshop
On March 3, all English Majors were invited to take the first step towards their future by attending
an internship workshop. This event gave students a chance to learn how to search for jobs locally and
globally, as employers share their advice on how to land internships that lead to career opportunities.
With the help of Wheaton’s Center for Vocation and Career, English majors explored databases of
unfilled internships to find the ones that will make the most of their ability to write and analyze well.
Students left with a helpful resource packet from the Center for Vocation and Career that contains the
essential information they need to jump-start their internship search.

Students in Magical Realism
Class Travel to Field Museum
Wheaton students from the History and English
departments joined each other on a trip to The
Field Museum in Chicago on March 26. The trip
to The Field Museum offered a chance for the
students in three different classes and from both
departments to tangibly engage with exhibits
relating to their course material.
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Student News
Blake Wallin ‘15 Publishes Poem in
National Online Publication
A poem by recent graduate and emerging writer Blake Wallin ‘15 was
recently selected for publication by the national online literary journal
Maudlin House. The poem “Secular Penance,” an extended reflection
on Wallin’s experience as an inpatient going through treatment
for social anxiety and obsessive compulsive disorder, encompasses
bleakness, wit, intense personal closeness and subsequent separation.
“That mix of moods is one of Blake’s recurring strengths as a
writer,” said Dr. Brett Foster, Associate Professor of English at
Wheaton, adding that the work “will resonate with any poetry reader
familiar with personal struggles.”
Read “Secular Penance” at http://maudlinhouse.net/secularpenance/

Lowell-Grabill Awards Recognize Creative Writing Achievements
Fiction
1st - Anna Li, “Luna”
2nd - Ciera Horton, “The Eyes of the Listener”
3rd - Amanda Tillapaugh, “Lighted Hands”
Creative Non-Fiction
1st – Angela Webster, “When Glory Sings”
2nd – Leah McMichael, “Creation Again”
3rd – Joanne Kim, “Ba-ram: Wind”

Poetry
1st – Anna Li, “Mount St. Helens, 1980”
2nd – Johann Sarna, “Makha Bucha Day”
3rd – Christopher Easley, “Eating With
Angels”
Read about the awards presentation by
clicking here.

Morgan Kinsinger Receives Fulbright
Scholarship
Wheaton English major Morgan Kinsinger ’15 recently received a
Fulbright English Teaching Assistant (ETA) grant to teach English in
South Korea. Her Fulbright ETA award will place her in a classroom
to provide assistance to a local English teacher, while acting as a
cultural ambassador for the U.S. While most of her time will be
spent in the classroom, she also hopes to lead an after-school student
group to write and perform its own original theater piece. Kinsinger’s
students will learn the history of British, American, and Korean
theater; create Talchum or Western-style masks, sets and costumes;
and devise a theater piece through improv comedy and creative
writing activities. Kinsinger’s final vision is to document this creative
process on film, to “explore how theater exercises can be used to
improve English comprehension—and maybe how such projects can
open discussions with students about race, culture, and linguistic
colonialism.”
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Student Profiles
Meet Anna Li ’15
English major Anna Li ‘15 recently spent six months
in the Philippines as part of Wheaton’s Human Needs
and Global Resources (HNGR) program. From June
to December of 2014, Anna lived in the village of
Imugan, where she worked as an English teacher and
helped her students to publish a book of poetry in
their own dialects. A Little Rock, Arkansas native, Li
is currently working on a creative non-fiction piece
about the Kalanguya language. In this interview, Li
speaks with fellow English major Sheridan Prince ’16
about the intersection between writing and social justice.
SP: Why did you decide to pursue a HNGR internship?
AL: I have always loved language and literature, and I’ve always had a passion for social justice. In
my mind, the two are symbiotic—stories and justice fit together so cleanly. Yet I am surprised that the
two do not intersect as often in a tangible, real-world manner the way that other areas have “medical
missions,” or “business as mission,” etc. I want to continue pursuing both justice and storytelling, and
HNGR seemed like a perfect way that I could explore that intersection by working on a storytelling
project in a justice-oriented setting.
How did you use writing to work for social justice during your time in the Philippines?
I like to think that beginning to understand huge, abstract notions like “inequality” and “poverty”
starts with small movements: sitting in a chair next to someone and listening to a story. Social justice
and storytelling belong together. People need stories like they need water. The marginalized are
people whose stories have been silenced or contorted. They need stories—true stories, their stories—to
be heard most of all. I was happy to use my writing as a way to document those stories for both the
Ikalahan community and my Western context.
What was your inspiration to do “Speak: A Poetry Project?” What was the result of the
project?
I fell in love with the tribal dialects of the Philippines: Kalangoya, Ibaloy, Ifugao, Kankana-ey. While
the languages are different, they all share a rich musicality—it reminds me of jazz singers scatting
on records my dad used to play for me. The problem is that these dialects are looked down upon
because they are not the languages used in schools (Tagalog, Ilocano). My friend Asami was inspired
by my HUNGR advisor Dr. Galbraith to write poetry in her own dialect, so I thought it would be an
empowering project to have my 10th grade students write poems in their own dialect and make a
literary journal of their poems and give a copy to every student. Students loved it. When I passed out
the books to them, they couldn’t put them down. For some of those dialects, poems have never been
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Student Profiles
written in their language before. My students are pioneers of new art for their communities.
What were some of the most memorable experiences of your time in the Philippines?
From dancing indigenous tribal dances at weddings to eating boiled pig intestine, the whole
experience was a memorable one. The final months of my time in the Philippines were the richest part
of the experience. All of the energy I had invested into the language and people came to fruition in the
smallest and sweetest ways. The storeowner I visited every Friday knew me by name and would have
my cup of rice pudding waiting for me when I arrived at his store. I could begin conversations with
strangers on jeepneys. Once a woman found out that I, too, was a Christian. “You are my sister,” she
said, patting my knee. “You are my sister.” All of the words and faces that were once anonymous to me
became partly mine through time.
How has your HNGR experience transformed your writing life?

“For some of those dialects,
poems have never been written
in their language before. My
students are pioneers of new
art for their communities,” said
student Anna Li.

HNGR helped me hone the art of
attentiveness. Good writers are attentive
writers. They know how to pay attention
to the small things. The first few months
of HNGR, nothing came naturally to me.
I had to learn and re-learn how to speak,
how to wash my clothes, how to harvest
vegetables. It forced me to pay keen attention
to every small movement and motion. Paying
attention to these things was like seeing
every day actions for the first time, and it’s
that freshness in perspective that makes a
compelling piece.

How has being an English major given you perspective on your life in the Philippines?
I’d thought that it would be difficult to integrate my English background into the HNGR context.
The truth is that my English background enriched my experience in an invaluable way. If I had to
compress my experience into one word, it would be a literary device: paradox. Paradox was the one
common thread that ran through the many stories I heard. Our world is marked with paradox—
suffering and healing, death and life, vast devastation and impossible hope. All of them coexist in
spite of one another and sometimes because of one another. When I found difficulty in understanding
the reality that surrounded me, I found myself drifting to discussions on O’Connor’s “grotesque” and
the fourth stanza of T.S. Eliot’s “Little Gidding” that helped make sense of these amphibian natures. It
makes me all the more convinced how important and relevant language and literature remains in our
lives.
Click here to discover more about Anna’s journey to the Philippines through her website.
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Student Profiles
Tory Chin ‘16 Reflects on Her
Prestigious Summer Internship at
Hachette
My internship at Hachette Book Group is basically an English
major’s dream—unlimited free books and the chance to learn
about how they’re made.
You may not be familiar with the name, but Hachette is
the third largest trade and education publisher in the world.
Hachette publishes books under many imprints including
Little, Brown and Company, Disney’s Hyperion, and Orbit. Our
authors include Sherman Alexie, Malcolm Gladwell, James
Patterson, and Lemony Snicket—just to name a few.
Hachette is a unique publishing company in that it not only
publishes books, but it also distributes for a number of smaller
companies. In other words, other companies hire Hachette to manufacture and ship their books.
This is where my job comes in: my responsibilities are primarily to work directly with Hachette’s
customers who have ordered Hachette titles or those of their distribution clients. These customers
can range from behemoths like Amazon or Barnes & Noble to individual bookstores. I troubleshoot
and maintain their orders, which can often be thousands and thousands of books, as well as answer

“Since I am directly communicating with important customers,
my writing needs to be professional, as direct as possible, and
meticulously edited,” writes Tory Chin.
any questions they may have about a specific title. I also handle unsolicited manuscripts queries from
individuals.
In my position, I have utilized many of the skills I’ve learned from my English courses at Wheaton.
Since I am directly communicating with important customers, my writing needs to be professional,
as direct as possible, and meticulously edited. I also have used the reading muscles that I built at
Wheaton (especially in Dr. Colon’s classes!) while familiarizing myself with Hachette’s most popular
and recent books in order to assist the customers in the best way possible.
Beyond my duties as an intern, I have gotten a taste of each department through the internship
program’s seminar series. Each department—for example, Publicity, Art, and Editorial—explains its
roles within the company in an hour-long seminar, which occurs about twice a week. It’s a great way
to learn more about the world of publishing and helps me to further determine the direction of my
future career path. I’ve also taken advantage of free ARC copies (books that have not been published
yet) and the “Take Shelves” which are shelves full of extra books available for anyone to take home.
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Recent Graduates
Meet Andrew Kuder ’14
Andrew Kuder works as the Outreach Coordinator for
Congressman Rodney P. Frelinghuysen of New Jersey’s 11th
Congressional District. He helps constituents with their needs
and supports new and ongoing efforts within the district.
Essential to his work is staying informed and informing others
about local and national issues, as well as understanding how
the issues will affect his district specifically. Kuder believes his
English major is important for the work he does today.
He writes, “These aren’t the kinds of things that you can
learn in any major offered at any undergraduate institution,
but the skills of writing and communicating precisely and
effectively, as well as researching and reading deeply, are skills
that I was able to hone uniquely as an English major.” He is
planning to attend law school and eventually become an attorney, and he has stuck to his English
major roots by continuing to write poetry.

Meet Suzanna McKinney ’14
After graduation in May 2014, Wheaton English major Suzanna
McKinney ’14 accepted a job in Birmingham, Alabama as
the Manager of Public Policy at the Birmingham Business
Alliance (BBA). Her job entails managing investor committees
and planning events to support the BBA’s state and federal
agendas. McKinney attributes her success in a political context
to the skillset she developed as an English major. She believes
that the skills of interpretation, synthesis of information, and
effective articulation are at the heart of her career, which is
what her English major trained her to do.
As she states, “Sometimes I tell people that I’m a career
English major. Although I don’t attend graduate school, nor
do I teach professionally, I consider my career a daily practice
of the theories and habits I formed in the Wheaton English
department. I can only hope to love my career as much as I
loved preparing for it.”

“Although I don’t attend graduate school, nor do I teach
professionally, I consider my career a daily practice of the theories
and habits I formed in the Wheaton English department,” states
McKinney.
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Wheaton in England 2015
Lauren Boughner, a Student
in Dr. Jeffrey Galbraith’s
Travel Writing Course,
Reflects on the Group’s Visit
to Shakespeare’s Globe
I have always been used to plays starting late.
Usually, I watch the little hand on my watch tick
past show-time without annoyance, and, as the
theater turns dark, I lean back in my cushioned
seat with anticipation, in harmony with the hush
that falls across the auditorium. But at the Globe
Theater, it is quite different. The party starts early.
When I saw The Merchant of Venice at this most
famous of theaters, actors poured out of backstage, and even out of the back of the house, startling
audience members, to dance and sing eight minutes before the 6:30 show-time. The audience clapped
along, cheering and whooping in delight. All the actors were masked; the females wore corsets, and
the men groped backsides and leered at chests. The revelry seemed to transport me to Shakespeare’s
day. It only added to this feeling that I was a groundling when all this merriment began. Standing
only a foot away from the stage, which was raised off the ground, I turned to my friend beside me and
said, “We’re the riff raff.” I felt this acutely when a gaggle of schoolboys—short but not short enough—
pushed into the tight space in front of my row. Even so, this section, the groundlings, was the cheapest
spot but arguably the best “seat” in the house. Actors pressed past us to climb onstage, or put their
arms around us to add further shock value, and audience members were even pulled onstage for a
brief comedic scene with the fool of the show. The lines between actors and audience were blurred,
reflecting Shakespeare’s famous line: “All the world’s a stage, and all the men and women merely
players.” Characters pointed out funny-looking audience members—through their lines, of course—
and even the sun had a role, as stage light. The atmosphere of this event was casual—those with seats
snuggled up with blankets or leaned on bannisters with their chins cupped in their hands—yet I knew
I wasn’t the only one in awe. This was Shakespeare’s Globe, and I was merely a player.
Read more student reflections about the famous sites they’ve visited in England by clicking here.
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